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There has been a lot of discussion
on different aspects of productivity in
the past two days. This morning I would
like to focus on the issue of productiv-
ity research, and specifically, where and
how do we get it accomplished? I will
highlight the status of reported research
in the food industry, summarize the re-
sults of a 1978 assessment that was con-
ducted jointly by USDA and the private
sector, briefly examine some research
needs, and raise questions about future
food distribution research.

While the assessment is two years
old and addresses a broader topic than
food distribution, it raises some issues
that have direct implication for food
distribution research and should provide
a base for later discussion. It should
not be confused with the assessment cur-
rently underway by the Congressional
Office of Technology Assessment. Their
study of U.S. Food and Agricultural Re-
search is tentatively scheduled to be
completed with an interim report to the
Congress in March 1981, and a final re-
port by June. They are considering all
agricultural research with an emphasis
on marketing and distribution.

The food distribution system in
this country has evolved into a model
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that is the envy of many other nations.
One does not seek alternatives to a food
system that is workingwell , and as a
consequence there had been little serious
discussion about possible alternatives
to the present system prior to the late
1970’s. But many of the forces that led
to the development of this system have
changed. Food surpluses have diminished
and there is a world-wide demand for our
farm products. The era of cheap, abun-
dant energy is over. Spiraling energy
and labor costs have added to the cost
of goods with the result that an adequate
diet is reported to be beyond the reach
of an increasing number of families. We
have developed a system that is energy
intensive, highly transportation-dependent
and in many instances, commodity or func-
tionally-specialized.

Let’s examine the status of research
and development. While food costs have
continued to rise, government and indus-
try are spending less and less on Post
Harvest Technology (PHT) research. The
term Post Harvest Technology was coined
as a politically palatable alternative
to marketing research, which too many
people associate with advertising and
~romotion research or consumer product
testing --activities that
purview of individual pr
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The more than $270 billion food in-
dustry spends slightly over $1 billion on
food-related research including research
by government and industry. Approximately
three-fourths of this effort is in produc-
tion-related or non-PHT research areas.
The little PHT R&D that is performed by
industry is primarily in food processing
firms, and even here, the food related
R&D amounts to only 0.5 percent of sales,
which makes the food industry among the
lowest of various industries that conduct
R&U. Concern over the effects of trace
minerals, excess sodium, and fats in food
is spurring food companies to direct even
these few research dollars into basic re-
sear..il on nutrition and health (l).

An increasing proportion “of the pri-
vate sector R&D in the food industry is
aimed at developing or adapting technology
to m’eet regulatory ” requirements. Although
there ‘is30me evidence that- reghlattiry
acti~lties cari sti.,mulate certa’in c’a-tegor-
ies of technological innovatiofi, the net
effect of EPA, FDA, OSHA, toxicity laws,
prod’.l,ct liability, etc., ori the ‘researcti
side of R&D has been, at bes”t; ‘8eprecia-
tivc. Although regulation affect< some
firi,t; more than others ”(10-1’5% of’-:R&D
budge~s in the chemical industry), ‘the
industrial Research Institute’s trends
from ‘1974:1977 in~icate average growth ‘-
rate increases ~f ‘f’t-orn 1’0 “p:erc’en~’for pro-
duct safety to nearly 20 percent for R&D
efforts devoted to proposed legislation
(2) . A 16 percent increase in R&D’ ef-
forts on OSHA’ require’mk’nts and”a ’1’5 per-
cent increase on efforts devoted, ”to en-
vironmental cbnsideratio”ns adds further
insight to where research do’llars are
going.

The net result is inattention to
wasteful practices in distribution,
processing and retailing at a time when
this country cannot afford waste, par-
ticularly in energy. Consumers have to
pay the steadily increasing cost of food,
not because of the rising cost of the
product, but rather because the costs
tween the farm and the consumer have
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risen so much. A considerable amount of
these costs might be held down or-elimi-
nated by research aimed at tehcnology
development and application in the food
distribution system,

While these trends and developments
have become more and more obvious, the
Federal government is also under consid-
erable pressure from both consumers and
the White House to reduce its size. As
a taxpayer, I support this activity,
but as one who is familiar with the Fed-
eral establishment, I have to question
the approaches being used.

At any rate,” in July 1977 the Office
of Management and Budget (OMB) directed
the USDA to evaluate its “marketing re-,
search programs to assqre ,that only that’
res,earch is performed j,whi~;h’~would not.,
be done by [he private ”sector” (3)..
Ttiis” marketing resea;ch,,in USDA was~di~
vialed up primarily between Agricultural
Research’ (AR) and Cooperative Research.. .
(CR) in the Science and Education Admin-
istration (\EA)fl The basic differences
betw~en’ th,e”re.search of’the two a.,ge”qcies
cen~ers;on the ‘approach an,d, sl,ight~y dif-
ferent thrusts. Tha ~gricul tur,al~,Research
effort’ (formerly ARS) is< conduct~d””’at 8
research centers and 32 satellite facili-
ties across the co~nt,ry, _(he, ,Cooper4ative
Research effor”t, ’i~~pri,mari,ly carr~ed out
thrbugh the State .ekpqri,rnent, ’stations,
the ‘la”nd,grant univers~~ies, and 1890
CO1 leges. Botti of ’’th”ese” agencies con-
ducted separate ass.es5ments of their,
marketing research programs under the
term Post Harvest Technology (PHT). But
my comments will be only on the Agricul-
tural Research study.

PHT in SEA addresses the biologica
and physical problems encountered in
moving agricultural products from pro-
ducers to consumers. It focuses on the
problems of quality evaluation, physics
efficiency, and protection of food, fi-
ber, and other agricultural commodities
during handling, storage, processing,
wholesaling and retailing, and includes
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transportation throughout the marketing
system. A major part of this research
was focused on developing new uses and
processes for agricultural commodities
and was conducted at the former utiliza-
tion laboratories.

The SEA/AR assessment had three prin-

cipal parts: (1) a descriptive analysis
of the food and fiber marketing system
that was designed to provide a background
for understanding the linkages of PHT re-
search with the marketing system and with
other research programs (i.e., production,
human nutrition, safety); (2) an inter-
nal assessment by the managers and re-
searchers of the appropriateness of a
Federal role in the research and of the
contribution of the research to National
socio-economic goals; and, (3) an ex-
ternal assessment by a private research
firm which included interviews with more
than 70 major food firms and associations
to get their v1*s. Some. highlights of
the report are as follows:

-- The food industry accounts for 20
percent of all U.S. business isctiv-
ity, but whenwe speak of “The Fcxxi
Industry”we are ceally speaking
about many industries.

-- Farm and food product prices are
generated in different markets and
individual products vary with the
extent of the marketing services
performed as indicated by beef and
bread margins (farm-retail spreads).

-- The food sector is a major contri-
butor to our balance of payments and
could do more. ($40 billion in ex-
port sales are reported for FY80.)

-- While the agricultural sector con-
sumes 26.5 percent of the Nation’s
total energy, PHT uses about 3 times
as much energy as farm production.
PHT includes a good proportion of
the final preparation for human con-
sumption.

-- Along with declining innovation, the

food industries have not kept pace
with the non-food industries in im-
proving productivity.

To look more specifically at the
OMB charge, we surveyed our PHT research-
ers and line managers to determine whether
they thought the private sector would
pick up PtiT research if the government
did not do it. Ninety-six percent said,
“no.”

The principal reasons given for that
response were:

1. Because it is basic research with
inadequate short-run profit poten-
tial.

2. it is high risk research in support
of National objectives rather than
meeting profit goals of individual
firms. .,..-

3. lt supports the needs of small
producers and firms lacking the
resources needed to support re-
search efforts and remain competi-
tive.

%. Itsupports the act}on and regulatory
agencies that reguIate these indus-
tries.

Another component of the assessment
was designed to identify important nation-
al soclo-economic goals, analyze the
interrelationships among these goals
with respect to PHT research, and evalu-
ate the extent to which AR PHT research
projects contribute to each goal. Seven
socio-economic goals were identified
with the proportion of research effort
devoted to each in 19i’8, in parentheses,
as follows:

Reduction of Losses (16.2%): It is
estimated that 20 percent of all food
produced in the United States is lost or
wasted each year. Technology is needed
to reduce the loss and deliver nutritious
food to a hungry world.
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Productivity (19.6%): Declining in-
novation is a major concern with produc-
tivity growth in the food sector among
the lowest of any sector of Lhe economy
and wi :;h foocl reta’i 1 ;nq ~cxhibf.inq some
of the greate5t producLi\/ity (It’C-.l ~ne.

nace the environment. -~~~icj goal Would

pr;)bably have been higher on the lisE if
the assessment had been done 8 years ago.

The ot-der OF the goais was achieved
b’: means of a Cross support matrix. The
q:,~Is are listed in terms of their per-
-(~ived relative interrelationships in

i ~:ldus~ry would not assume much!. .—
{3f- the resear~!l program because National
objectives differ significantly from
industrial objectives of specific firms
and the possibi i ity of substituting one
for the other had little meaning.
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2. Industry would not favor reduc-
ing or terminating the Federal program
nor could they support the concept that
program reduction would be supplemented
by industrial or privately-funded re-
search.

3. Industry acclaimed the USDA PHT
research.

.

b. The risks of economic fail-
ure are difficult to meet on a one
company basis. Many firms lack the
resources and capability (capital,
people, organization) to do research.
The fresh fruit and vegetable dis--
tribution industry was specifically
cited as lacking the ability to do
research.

4. They recommended the establish- . Food and feed are subject
ment of a research advisory board to to serious deterioration by insects,
provide technical input to Federal re- bacteria molds and other pests.
search managers saying that Federal re- Federal research benefits all, but
search should provide a bridge between only rarely would research in these
university science and practical consumer areas provide significant returns
need. for an individual firm.

5. They recommended enhancement of
research devoted to agricul turally-rela-
ted human nutrition.

6. While industry officials encour-
aged research with basic long range ob-
jectives, they recognized that the SEA/AR
program must take into account the more
advanced technology needs of small firms.

7. They favored research support
for the regulatory agencies to increase
the knowledge on which regulatory activ-
ities are based.

8. They indicated there was a lack
of adequate market and testing data to
predict the likelihood of commercial suc-
cess for most projects.

9. Principal reasons that industry
would not initiate research comparable to
AR were based on different missions and
objectives:

a. Industrial research must be
based on the expectation of profit
gain for each specific company in its
own competitive market and must
necessarily be proprietary whereas
Federal research must be broad to
benefit all including the consuming
public.

Finally, they confirmed that the
line between privately and publicly sup-
ported research is not well understood
by either industry or government and
that further interaction would be use-
ful in deciding on the use of public
funds for this research. There was also
no clear definition of what constitutes
basic research. What appears to be
basic research to one firm may be ap-
plied or developmental to another depend-
ing on the size and research orientation
of the firm.

It is apparent that relatively little
basic research is occurring in the food
distribution industry. This is not to
say that research does not occur, but
what there is, is mostly the application
of existing technology or improved hand-
ling methods to perform specific rather
narrowly defined tasks. Only occasionally
does one find anything approaching the
concepts of experimental design being
used.

As a result, when an innovation is
implemented, there is shock and surprise
at unexpected impacts on operating con-
ditions that, may initially have been
believed peripheral, but, were neverthe-
less changed in the process. In addition,
the predicted net savings to the firm
may never materialize. For example,
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equipment specifications may tend to fo-
cus on potential energy savings without
always giving adequate recognition to the
impacts of instituting an energy saving
device or procedure on sales, merchandi-
sing and display costs.

This reflects the fact that much of
the r~search that is done in the food dis-
tribution industry is conducted by equip-
ment suppliers. It’s a natural develop-
ment in view of the fact that many of
these equipment innovations have become
increasingly complex and require a degree

of sophistication in both the natural and
physical sciences that supermarket firms
could not hope to maintain. My concern
is tliat equipment suppliers naturally
tend tc focus on areas where they can
expect a profit by developing expensive
complex pieces of equipment, and tend to
ignore how that equipment fits into the
total operating environment. There is
still a need for engineering and economic
feasibility evaluations to help the small
f i rms: (1) verify the performance

claims of manufacturers; (2) to fully
assess the impact of the equipment on
otl,er operatons; and, (3) to fill in
research gaps where improved operating
methods may be needed rather than sophis-
ticated equipment.

There are major changes in most
areas of the food business.

We need to reduce duplication and
the proliferation of many package sizes
both for effective use of cube in handling
cases in unitized shipments and for maxi-
mizing effective use of shelf space in
the store. After all, it is the retailer
and the wholesaler that exercise consider-
c~ble power over the success or failure of
a product by accepting or rejecting it in
their facility.

‘ It is unlikely that we will ever see
.a food system that is not labor-dependent.
The challenge then is to provide labor
with work that is both productive in terms
of store operations, and also gives the

employee a feeling of accomplishment and
importance. While I am an advocate of
checkout scanning because of the accuracy
and useful management information it pro-
vides, I am also concerned about what it
does to the people involved.

A recent article in one of the local
Maryland papers cited checker dissatis-
faction with the scanning system in their
stores. Typical complaints included the
fact that multiple passes were needed to
get the scanner to read the code; the
cash drawers were too low requiring
stooping to make change; the scales were
difficult to reach; and they had sore
backs from the bending and twisting re-
quired. Have we not devoted enough at-
tention to the hum element that is so
necessary to achieve the productivity
desired by management? There are indi-
cations that some stores that have had
this equipment for a period of time are
not getting the productivity they had
when it was new. Does this mean that we
automate the checking and bagging opera-
tion, use credit cards instead of cash,
and have the checker there just to make
sure everything works while talking to
the customer?

A different challenge that needs
considerable attention is the problem of
providing for the food needs of urban
and rural area consumers. The supermar-
kets seem to work well for the suburbs
but have problems in the other areas.

The National Agricultural Research
and Extension Users Advisory Board had
identified competition in the food and
agricultural system as one of its 10
priorities for research funding for FY81
that it recommended to the President and
the Congress (5). Under this heading
they address research needs in innercity
food retailing, direct marketing, and
changing competition and structure in
the agribusiness sector. Consumer groups
expressed some similar concerns to the
Assistant Secretary for consumer affairs
at a recent meeting in California. They
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Identified direct marketing, alternative
innercity food distribution systems, aid
to small farmers , and food assistance
programs among their concerns for USDA
attention.

There are other challenges and for
the past 30 years or so the USDA has
served as one of the catalysts for re-
search innovations in the food distri-
bution area, having at one time more
than 14 specialists working in wholesal-
ing and retailing alone. Today, we are
almost out of this area of work due to
budget cuts and the determination by the
department that this is work that could
and should be borne by the private sec-
tor. We do still have a small research
capability that focuses primarily on
wholesale market facilities, animal pro-
duct handling, systems, and transportation
needs.

This raises several questions for
this society and those concerned with
moving food from the farm to the consumer.
I would like to suggest a few to stimu-
late discussion later:

1. What type of research does the
society see as priority needs? How
do we communicate them, and generate
support?

a. Should research efforts focus
primarily on monitoring and
measuring structural change,
price behavior, and margins in
the distribution sector?

b. What about research to improve
physical efficiency and produc-
tivity? What are the priori-
ties?

c. Do we need studies to examine the
cost benefits of conducting re-
search in food distribution?
As a means of getting support?
(Similar to work done for pro-
duction and utilization research?)

2. Given apparent anti-government
sentiments, it seems that attempts
to enlist research support for a
Federal role might not be very
productive. What are the alterna-
tives? Does the public sector

(Federal, State, Local) still have
a role?

3. The food distribution industry is
composed of many small firms. From
society’s viewpoint, is it better
to help them survive now, or even-
tually breakup the resulting monop-
olies and oligopolies?

4. What can or should we do? As a
research society? Individually?
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